Let each of the edges of the finite complete graph Kn be colored with one of k colors. We call a subgraph I& of Kti a triangle and saLy it is monochromatic, bichromatic, polychromatic according to whether it has 1,2, 3 colors. Sufficient conditions for the existence of monochromatic and polychromatic triangles appear in [1] and [2, 31, respectively. Here we prove Theorem 1 and give an example to show that the theorem is best possible in certain cases. 
D. T. BUSOLINI
EXAMPLE. Let n = pg and k = p + 1 where p is a prime. Let the vertices of Km be xij for 1 < i, j < p. Make edge {x+j , x~$} color p + 1 if i = r but color c if i # r, I < c < p, and c(i -r) = j -s (mod p). When the vertices are set out in a matrix (Q) it can be seen that this graph has no bichromatic triangle.
The following result is due to D. E. Daykin and is an easy application of Turdn's theorem. THEOREM 2. If each of the edges of Kt~+l is colored with one oft -f-1 colors then there is a subgraph Kt+l with <t colors.
